TEETH AND ADAPTORS

Combi Wear Parts – C-Lock
Bofors B-Lock

Increase productivity and reduce costs

Combi Wear Parts – C-Lock
A low-drag self-tensioning system for loaders and excavators
- A parts coupling geometry with a unique design
- Low profile
- Self sharpening teeth
- Self tensioning locking system
- Anti tooth loss geometry
- 60% of tooth can be consumed as wear material
- A range of lips, lip adaptors, teeth and shrouds
- A conversion cap tooth system and insert teeth.

Half Arrow Profiles
Rolled and hardened to approximately 500 Brinell. The edges cover the range from 16 mm to 50 mm. Suitable for use on loader and excavator buckets in conjunction with Combi and B-Lock tooth systems. The edges have high wear resistance, high strength and excellent weldability.

Bofors B-Lock
**Excavators:** Self sharpening teeth, both chisel and pointed, and hardened to approx. 475 Brinell. Available in 6 different sizes. Two types of adapters enable installation to all types of backhoe buckets.

**Loaders:** Teeth, adapters, corners and locking keys in 6 different sizes up to 500 kN breakout force. The teeth are hardened to approx. 475 Brinell and are self sharpening. The adapters are heat treated and are fully weldable to standard lip profiles and materials.

The optimum combination of wear parts to suit your operating environment

Contact us for a competitive quote on quality parts: 1300 1 PARTS (1300 172787)

Sydney, Newcastle, Brisbane, Mackay, Melbourne, Perth, Kalgoorlie, Burnie, Adelaide
For more information visit our website: www.cuttingedges.com
QUALITY EQUIPMENT PARTS

Reduce your operating costs
from Australia’s largest supplier of aftermarket parts

Ground Engaging Tools
A comprehensive range of edges & end bits, teeth and adaptors, lip shrouds, ripper boots and tynes to suit all makes and models of loaders, excavators, dozers and general earthmoving, mining and construction machines.

Crusher Wear Parts
A wide range of quality crusher wear parts to suit most machines. Castings are manufactured in a variety of materials including manganese steel, alloy steel and ductile iron.

Wearplate
Wear resistant products including wear plate, Tungsten Longlife Coating and white iron block & bar. Our CC1500 wearplate will outlast quenched and tempered steels by up to 12 times and white irons by up to 4 times.

Mining Products
Products for the mining industry include wearplate, apron feeder pans, Cutting Edges’ patented ground engaging tools locking system incorporating Dynalock, R-Lock and Dynaclamp, and track shoes for a variety of machines.

Engine Parts
Quality engine parts for most brands of machinery and trucks, including rebuild kits, crankshafts, camshafts, compressors, and water pump kits. Professional service, competitive prices and off the shelf availability.

Machine Parts
Quality replacement parts to suit most machines including pins & bushes, hydraulic seals & pumps, brake components, oil & water pumps, fuel pumps and power train components. Comprehensive warranty on all parts.

Contact us for a competitive quote on quality parts

Sydney Newcastle Brisbane Mackay Melbourne Perth Kalgoorlie Burnie Adelaide
For more information visit our website www.cuttingedges.com